PICTURE LIFE

CLASSIER.

PICTURE LIFE

SAFER.

PICTURE LIFE

SMARTER.
PICTURE LIFE

REINVENTED.
Picture NEW products that were really thought through.
Lowboy TV stands that pack clever AV innovation into a
work of art. Mounts that “click” into place for reassurance
of a secure connection. Picture Life With SANUS.

PREMIUM

YOu’ll Love Our New Mounts

Wall MOUNTS

SANUS Premium wall mounts are the perfect union of trusted SANUS
technologies and the latest innovations in product design.
With our all new accessories, including a sound bar mount and in-wall and
on-wall cable management options, you’ll have everything you need to
create the perfect AV solution for your customers. To make finding the right
mount as easy as possible, we’ve created a simplified product assortment
that covers TVs from 13” up to 80” with no size range overlap.

SIMPLE & SAFE
SANUS Premium wall mounts offer tool-less
assembly and an easy-to-follow instruction
manual, which means you spend less time
fussing with installation. You’ll love our
simplified and organized hardware, as well as
an intuitive key-hole wall plate, included level/
stud-finder tool, and a tool-free assembly.
After installation, a safety lock that “clicks”
into place offers reassurance of a secure
connection.

VLF525

INSTALLATION IS A BREEZE

1

Attach Bracket to TV

2

Attach Wall Plate to Wall

3

Attach TV to Wall Plate

CADENZA
COLLECTION

Designed With You In Mind
Inspired by designers and approved by audiophiles, the SANUS Cadenza
Collection is our highest performing media furniture yet. At first glance you’ll
notice expert craftsmanship and beautiful finishes. Look closer and discover a
fully featured rack with plenty of space for all your media gear and sound bars;
hidden compartments for small components, power sources and extra cables;
vented shelves; and many more features that put the Cadenza Collection in a
category all its own.

Cadenza75

Designed for use with soundbars

TRILLIUM
COLLECTION

Fine Media Furniture
With its trendy aesthetics and ability to support
media set-ups for today’s families, the SANUS
Trillium Collection is the perfect combination of
beauty and functionality. Any of our three Trillium
Collection cabinets make a perfect addition to
any room. Features include a specific area for a
soundbar or center channel, individual cabinet
spaces for gaming systems and components,
intuitive cable management, and built-in ventilation.
All media and audio components are cleverly
disguised without losing sound or signal quality.

JUNIPER53

Designed for use with soundbars

VISIT US AT THE NEW

SANUS.COM

SANUS.com is designed with you
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Go to SANUS.com on your mobile device for instant access anywhere.
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